What makes I-STeam

Different?
It is much more than just Cyber Education

I-STeam provides your organization with more than cyber education. We offer a suite of tools that
encourage and reward employees with simple easy to follow video courses that has been proven to
raise the awareness of cyber risks.

Why you need I-STeam
In a recent survey, 95% of respondents underestimate how frequently phishing is at the start of attacks
to successfully breach networks. While phishing attacks are often linked with emails, phishing attack
vectors are expanding beyond email to other vectors including advertisements, search results, pop-ups,
and social media.

How we Do I-STeam

Thorough Risk Assessment and Awareness

I-Steam assists each client in creation of their cyber risk profiles that include external network scans,
email exposure scans, and phishing simulations. Using the phishing simulator, IS Team will periodically
phish your employees’ email and report back any vulnerabilities. With the results provided by the
Awareness module, management can evaluate risk management practices and implement
recommended controls to protect themselves.

Comprehensive Customizable Policies and Procedures Templates
Included with your package are customizable templates relating to security that can be customized to
your specific needs and industry. Our templates go further than just a blanket HR policy about PC and
cyber use. They provide a clear understanding of company standards and expectations of all
employees. As policies are adjusted each employee will be updated and have on demand access to
those policies should there ever be a question.

Professional Continuing Education Credits
In some states and industries, I-STeam cybersecurity courses have been certified for professional or
continuing education credits. Not only do your employees receive valuable cybersecurity education,
they can get education credit too. Speak with your I-STeam consultant if this applies to your state or
industry.
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